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Abstract19

The advent of microfluidics in the 1990s promised a revolution in multiple industries,20

from healthcare to chemical processing. Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) is21

a continuous-flow microfluidic particle separation method discovered in 2004 that has22

been applied successfully and widely to the separation of blood cells, yeast, spores,23

bacteria, viruses, DNA, droplets, and more. DLD is conceptually simple and can de-24

liver consistent performance over a wide range of flow rates and particle concentrations.25

Despite wide use and in-depth study, DLD has not yet been fully understood or fully26

optimised, with different approaches to the same problem yielding varying results. We27

endeavour here to provide an up-to-date expert opinion on the state-of-art and current28

fundamental, practical, and commercial challenges as well as experimental and mod-29

elling opportunities. Since these challenges and opportunities arise from constraints on30
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hydrodynamics, fabrication and operation at the micro- and nano-scale, we expect this31

article to serve as a guide for the broader micro- and nanofluidic community to identify32

and address open questions in the field.33

Keywords — microfluidics; nanofluidics; Deterministic Lateral Displacement; mathematical34

theory; experiment; modelling and simulation; particle sorting; particle separation35

1 Introduction36

Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) is a method of separating particles by size. The phe-37

nomenon was discovered accidentally in 2004 while looking for ways to exploit asymmetric diffusion38

of DNA in obstacle arrays [1, 2]. DLD has been used to separate DNA fragments [1], exosomes39

[3], oil droplets [4], fungal spores [5], blood [6], blood parasites [7], circulating tumour cells [8] and40

many other bio-particles (see Refs. [9, 10] for DLD review papers).41

A standard DLD array is made of a flat microfluidic channel filled with a regular array of micro-42

pillar obstacles as shown in Fig. 1. Each subsequent row of the array is shifted laterally by a certain43

distance ∆λ, creating an array inclination α with respect to the average flow direction (along the44

x-axis) through the channel. This setup creates a periodic flow pattern, where the flow through45

Figure 1: Top view of a typical DLD geometry. Rightmost panel shows geometric details. G
is the gap size, λ is the pillar array pitch (here identical for x- and y-directions), D is the post
diameter, and ∆λ is the row shift. The row shift fraction in this example is ε = ∆λ/λ = 1/4,
and the tilt angle is α = tan−1(ε). The shifted post arrangement separates the fluid flow into
distinct flow lanes (shown in different shadings) separated by a periodic pattern of stagnation
streamlines (centre panel). The leftmost panel shows these flow lanes (N = 1/ε = 4 here)
through a single gap. The width of the ‘first’ (pillar adjacent) flow lane β through each pillar
gap gives a first order approximation of the critical separation radius for the DLD.
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each gap is divided by multiple stagnation streamlines, as shown in the left and central panels of46

Fig. 1. These flow bifurcations create distinct flow lanes through each gap of the array.47

Particle separation is achieved when particles above a certain size experience repeated interac-48

tions with the posts that result in small and identical net lateral displacements (along the y-axis),49

leading to particles moving at the array inclination α. These large particles are therefore separated50

from smaller particles that experience no net displacement and follow the fluid flow direction. Par-51

ticles following the array inclination angle are in the displacement mode (or bump mode) since they52

bump into a post and are laterally displaced at each row; particles tracing the average fluid flow53

direction are in the zigzag mode since their track lines appear to zigzag between posts.54

A sharp transition in particle trajectory is usually seen at a critical particle diameter commonly55

denoted as Dc which is typically small and can be made much smaller than the gap G, making DLD56

ideal for clog-free, size-based particle separation. The DLD principle relies on deterministic, rather57

than stochastic or diffusive effects, which gives DLD a high size resolution. Thermal diffusion of58

particles still takes place; this effect is usually negligible for micron-sized particles, but becomes59

relevant on the nano-scale (see Sec. 2.4). DLD is robust and fault tolerant because separation relies60

on repetitive action. For example, a fabrication defect such as a broken or missing pillar will disrupt61

separation at that pillar, but effective separation can still be achieved with a longer device.62

Shortly after the discovery of DLD, its potential for both cellular and nano-scale separation was63

identified: in 2005, BD (formerly Becton Dickinson) challenged Austin and Sturm to make a chip64

to separate plasma from blood [6]; and the bumping of 200 nm particles was first demonstrated in65

2008 [11]. While applications for the sorting of biological cells flourished, more practical applications66

of nano-scale DLD took another decade [3]. DLD has been used as an integrated upstream sam-67

ple processing method and has shown applications in single live-cell analysis [12], gene sequencing68

[13] and disease diagnostic [14]. DLD shows a robustness and applicability comparable with other69

microfluidic cell separation technologies like dielectrophoresis, optical tweezing or surface acoustic70

waves [15]. Within the realm of healthcare, DLD devices may be used to rapidly isolate, purify,71

enrich, and sub-fractionate circulating bio-markers from complex bio-fluids, augmenting or displac-72

ing existing preparation methods to streamline the diagnostic workflow. Further evidence for the73

impact that DLD has had to date is given by the summary of industrial use in Sec. 4.2.74

Despite recent progress and wide application, many challenges and opportunities remain. These75

are multidisciplinary, usually arising from the interaction of device, fluid and particle. Fig. 2 out-76

lines the significant factors influencing DLD design and performance, and references them back77

to relevant sections in the main text (see also Fig. 4 in the appendix for a causal loop diagram).78

Practical use adds complexities, such as design and fabrication approaches, and influences best op-79

erational practice and device cost. We focus on the most interesting and pressing concerns which we80

believe should shape future work and could increase commercial potential. We distinguish between81

fundamental challenges (Sec. 2), practical challenges (Sec. 3) and commercial challenges (Sec. 4).82
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Figure 2: Tree-navigation diagram of parameters to be considered for DLD design, fabrica-
tion and operation. The figure back-references these parameters to relevant sections in the
main text (Sec. 2 for fundamental challenges, Sec. 3 for practical challenges, and Sec. 4 for
commercial challenges). The list is not exhaustive but picks out the most important and
commonly considered factors. The causal dependencies between these factors are illustrated
in a causal loop diagram in Fig. 4 in the appendix.

In Sec. 5, we summarise the main challenges and opportunities for future DLD research.83

2 Fundamental challenges84

Although DLD has been employed for 15 years, there are still important open questions about85

its fundamental principles. These challenges are related to fluid-only behaviour (Sec. 2.1), the86

interactions of particles with the fluid and the device (Sec. 2.2), surface chemistry (Sec. 2.3) and87

scaling to nano (Sec. 2.4).88

2.1 Fluid-only behaviour89

The first step toward mastering DLD is understanding the steady-state flow field. This flow field90

is primarily determined by the device, i.e. the shape, dimension and arrangement of the posts and91

other solid boundaries. The first conceptual model of DLD proposed that the critical diameter Dc92

is equal to twice the width of the first flow lane β (Fig. 1) [1]. If the flow profile in the gap is93

assumed approximately parabolic, the width of this flow lane can be calculated analytically for any94

array angle [16]. The approximation Dc ≈ 2β explains much of the experimental data on critical95

size, but remains incomplete (Fig. 3).96

Due to the lack of detailed experimental flow field measurements, the large parameter space and97

the challenge of solving the (Navier-)Stokes equation, a variety of numerical flow solvers are used,98
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Figure 3: Selection of experimental data for spherical beads with diameter Dp in bump
and zigzag mode as function of the DLD row shift fraction ε and gap G. Open symbols
denote zigzagging particles, solid symbols bumping particles. Dashed (black) line gives an
empirical best fit curve [17] for critical diameter Dc, which is seen to be always larger than
the numerically obtained values (solid lines) of the first flow lane width 2β from fluid-only
simulations. Though these simulation measures agree well with the analytical prediction
[16] (dot-dashed line, green) of 2β = f(ε,G), from an assumed parabolic velocity profile,
we see fluid-only predictions are insufficient to explain experimentally observed critical size
behaviour. The inset shows zoomed-in data for the often used row shift range (0 ≤ ε ≤ 0.1),
highlighting a finite size limit on the experimentally achievable particle separation for Dp

<
≈

0.15G. A full understanding of particle mode behaviour remains elusive, even for simple
rigid spherical particles in DLD with cylindrical pillars.

such as finite element (e.g. COMSOL), finite volume (e.g. ANSYS Fluent), lattice Boltzmann [18],99

dissipative particle dynamics [19], and boundary integrals [20]. For correctly imposed boundary100

conditions and sufficient grid/mesh resolution, fluid-only simulations are normally accurate and101

reliable.102

Most numerical models cannot capture long-range flow patterns (such as anisotropic device103

permeability which leads to a deflection of the flow direction away from the pressure gradient104

direction [21]), nor are they routinely used for the design of complete devices. Simulating entire105

DLD devices (centimetres) with the necessary resolution (micrometres) is normally not done as it106

requires computationally expensive simulations.107

A related problem is the design of the non-periodic lateral device boundaries. Strategies for108

improving the flow patterns and particle dynamics near boundaries exist [22–24]. However, no109
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approach has yet delivered perfect DLD boundaries in 3D.110

To reduce computational cost, 2D rather than 3D simulations are often employed. Since the111

flow patterns vary through the depth of a device, 2D simulations are sufficient only when all fluid112

features are much smaller than the post height. Until computational constraints are overcome and113

full 3D simulations of complete devices from inlet to outlet are routinely accessible, designers will114

need to continue to synthesise analytical models and approximations with 3D simulations of device115

sub-domains.116

2.2 Particle-flow interaction117

Full knowledge of the flow field allows an estimation of the critical particle size in some circum-118

stances, but even in the creeping flow limit the critical diameter Dc is not equal to twice the first119

flow lane width.120

Fig. 3 reminds us that, for typical situations, Dc has always been found to be larger than121

twice the width of the first flow lane (2β). This first-order approximation ignores particle-flow122

interactions where the presence of the particle in the gap alters the velocity field and any notion123

of a stationary flow lane. It has also been shown that for non-circular posts, such as I-shape124

pillars, the velocity profile on the cross-section between two neighbouring pillars is symmetric and125

approximately parabolic, and yet the sorting performance is quite different [25]. Existing analytical126

treatments for this coupled problem are limited in their applicability. For example, the Faxén and127

Maxey-Riley equations [26] predict the particle trajectory, but they assume that the particle is128

far from any boundary or other particles, which is invalid in DLD. Since the particle-induced flow129

perturbation, and with it the true particle trajectory, is a complicated (and unknown) function of130

particle properties and boundaries, an accurate representation of particle motion in fluid flow is131

overwhelmingly more challenging than the oversimplified idea that particles behave like tracers in a132

well-known flow field combined with steric repulsion from the wall.133

Even though the motion of particles in fluid flow is inherently 3D, the majority of microfluidic134

systems generally allow a 2D approximation in modelling and simulation, which is simpler and135

computationally less demanding and may still deliver semi-quantitative or at least qualitative results.136

For instance, modelling of spherical particles as circles in 2D can deliver quantitative predictions of137

their critical size [19], whereas capturing the motion of deformable RBCs in DLD [18, 27] generally138

requires 3D modelling. It is important to keep in mind that hydrodynamic interactions in 2D139

and 3D are not the same, which may result in a under-/overestimation of drag and lift on the140

particles. It is generally difficult to predict when 2D approximations are suitable and when they141

fail, but 2D simulations can identify promising device configurations and flow conditions, which can142

guide computationally more expensive and more predictive simulations of 3D models.143
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Particle-post contact — In the absence of direct contact, particle-particle and particle-post144

interactions are mediated by the fluid. In continuum hydrodynamics, lubrication refers to the forces145

that arise when the fluid layer between solid objects is small and flow is laminar. Analytical solutions146

to the Navier-Stokes equations for smooth rigid objects in this limit predict a lubrication force that147

is inversely proportional to the distance between the objects [28].148

In the lubrication model and at negligible inertia, direct contact between a fixed cylinder and149

a moving sphere does not occur, and the trajectory of the sphere is time-reversible. In real-world150

DLD devices, additional effects come into play, such as multi-obstacle effects, finite inertia, surface151

roughness, short-range electrostatic repulsion (see Sec. 2.3), and a breakdown of the continuum152

approximation at small distances. The latter is certainly significant as the limits of nano-DLD are153

explored (see Sec. 2.4). Particle softness and non-spherical shape, as discussed below, also break the154

time reversibility symmetry. Although simulations without special surface interaction effects show155

qualitative and quantitative agreement with experiments [19, 27], a rigorous mathematical model for156

the conditions leading to bumping and zigzagging does not exist. Such a model would likely explain157

some of the deviations highlighted in Fig. 3.158

Biological and deformable particles — Precise control of particle trajectories within DLD159

devices depends on a number of parameters, including device geometry, fluid properties, particle160

shape and deformability. Therefore, efficient separation or sorting of particles of interest requires161

fine-tuning of various conditions such that the corresponding device serves as an optimal sensor or162

separator of the targeted particles.163

Biological particles constitute the group most widely studied in DLD devices. Compared to the164

polystyrene beads used to develop most microfluidic systems, biological particles present a range of165

complications including, but not limited to, non-spherical shapes, deformability, non-hydrodynamic166

particle-surface and particle-particle interactions. What is more, these properties are often ex-167

tremely heterogeneous within a sample. For example, whole blood contains about 45% erythrocytes168

< 1% leukocytes, < 1% thrombocytes, and potentially circulating tumor cells, bacteria, parasites,169

DNA, and extra-cellular vesicles [29].170

Deformable cells can have features (e.g. nucleus size, membrane viscoelasticity) with poten-171

tially large effect on their dynamics and therefore trajectories. For example, unlike rigid particles,172

deformed particles experience additional lift forces in shear flow [30]. Also, the frequency of the173

intrinsic dynamics of the cell in flow (e.g. tumbling or tank-treading) interferes with the encounter174

frequency with the posts, which strongly affects trajectories [31]. For all deformable particles, such175

as macromolecules [1, 32], droplets and cells, the degree of deformation is affected by viscous and176

inertial forces, so that separation performance changes with flow rate [33]. A related problem is the177

shape of the DLD posts [19, 34]. It has been shown experimentally [25] and numerically [35] that178

soft particles interact with different post shapes in non-trivial ways, which allows for the separation179
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of particles by deformability or other cellular properties.180

The requirement of high efficiency and sensitivity of devices for a specific target suggests that a181

custom design is needed for every particular case of interest. There is currently no comprehensive182

understanding of the interplay of DLD geometry, particle deformation, dynamics and trajectories.183

In particular, we do not understand how pillar shapes can be optimised to achieve desired separation184

outcomes for soft particle populations.185

DLD with finite inertia — Operating DLD devices with high pressure drops (and therefore186

high flow rates), or using larger-scale DLD devices (e.g. millimetre-range gap size) can give rise to187

flows with Reynolds numbers (Re) well above unity. In these cases, inertia is important and leads188

to at least two distinct effects. First, the streamlines deform, and the flow field between posts can189

no longer be considered parabolic [36]. Secondly, particles at Re > 1 experience inertial lift forces190

that may affect trajectories and therefore separation outcomes [37, 38]. Not much experimental191

or modelling work has been conducted to investigate particle dynamics in inertial DLD flows. It is192

unclear how this can be exploited for tunable or optimised separation performance, or how one can193

work around undesired inertial effects at high throughputs.194

Multi-particle effects — Practical applications usually involve high particle concentrations195

such that particles invariably interact with each other, either due to direct contact or hydrodynam-196

ically. This may cause zigzag movement of a particle that would otherwise bump [39].197

Interactions of rigid particles have been reported to decrease separation effectiveness when par-198

ticle volume fraction is increased to 10% [37]. DLD can be run at red blood cell concentrations199

greater than 10% [40, 41], but operation with rigid particles at this density has not been reported.200

DLD is based on ‘deterministic’ interactions between particles and the device, but particle-particle201

interactions tend to be chaotic and the key advantage of DLD – high size resolution – is therefore202

degraded at higher particle concentrations. Although simulating dense particle flows in DLD is pos-203

sible [39, 40], improved particle-particle interaction models, including lubrication and friction, are204

necessary to make simulations more predictive.205

2.3 Chemistry and surface effects206

At or near contact, a range of non-hydrodynamic forces between particles and posts become relevant.207

Even in cases where these surface forces may be weak, particles interact with hundreds to thousands208

of obstacle during transit, and weak interactions can amplify deviations in particle trajectories. The209

role of particle-obstacle surface interactions, particularly localised forces and chemical interaction,210

is an open frontier in DLD development.211

An electrostatic effect in DLD has been demonstrated and modelled for cases of low to moderate212
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salt concentrations of 0 to 150 mM, where the Debye layer can be on the order of 10 to 100 nm. This213

variation in ionic strength generated an effective gap that was smaller than the physical one [42].214

Changing media ionic concentrations (from ultra-pure DI water to saline solution) can very precisely215

modulate the effective critical diameter (Dc) by ∼ 1.1 µm, a significant shift in a gap size of 2 µm.216

The Debye length provides the order of the range of electrostatic interactions, which alone is not217

sufficient to precisely predict DLD performance since electrostatic forces are persistent on length218

scales beyond the Debye length. The role of electrostatics in DLD performance requires further219

exploration.220

Surface areas inside DLD devices are considerable, and measures are normally taken to decrease221

surface interactions; however, these interactions hold biological information that can be used as222

a handle for separation. Little work has been done to engineer intentional surface interactions in223

DLD to enable selective sorting [43–46]. Many of the current methods used in biology for preparing224

affinity matrices can be translated to DLD surface. It is a propitious time for this undertaking, as225

a growing realisation of phenotype heterogeneity in cells is pushing developments in microfluidics226

[47, 48]. Gleghorn et al. [46] showed how DLD geometries could be engineered to drive size-based227

capture of cells on antibody coated surfaces. These approaches allow for ‘chromatographic DLD’.228

It is unclear how electrostatic and chemical particle-post interactions can be designed and modified229

such that clogging is minimised and surface-chemistry-specific factors can be exploited as intrinsic230

sorting mechanisms. An elementary model incorporating hydrodynamics with particle-surface forces231

is needed to understand and identify design requirements.232

2.4 Scaling to nano233

Lowering the minimum-size limit for separable particles towards nano-scale in DLD devices is a234

natural research direction. The first journal publications on experimental nano-scale DLD are from235

2016 [3], showing that DLD can be used to separate nano-scale particles, including exosomes, down236

to 20 nm. With decreasing particle size, diffusion becomes important and may affect trajectories237

and separation efficiency. The ratio of a particle’s advection rate v to its rate of diffusion in a fluid238

is quantified by the Péclet number239

Pe =
v`

D
= v`

6πηr

kBT
(1)

where D is the thermal diffusion coefficient (approximated with the Stokes-Einstein relation) of240

the particle in the fluid, η is the fluid viscosity, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the fluid241

temperature, r is the particle radius, and ` is the typical particle advection distance. The particle242

advection distance for a bumping particle is the flow lane width; however, for particles well below the243

critical size the advection distance may be the total array length. Diffusion affects the microscopic244

transport of a bumping particle if diffusion enables a shift across a streamline. The likelihood of245
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such events increase with decreasing Pe. Diffusion also causes lateral dispersion of small particles,246

resulting in downstream broadening of their lateral position. The separation angle of the DLD247

array must be kept sufficiently large to overcome this broadening. Diffusion is unhelpful in DLD,248

but unavoidable in the low Pe environments of nano-DLD.249

Heller & Bruus [49] investigated the effects of diffusion in DLD systems theoretically. Their250

model uses a simplified DLD flow consisting of straight streamlines over which they superimposed251

Brownian motion without considering the effects of pillar size. The model suggests that diffusion252

allows supercritical particles to escape lateral displacement, leading to an increase in critical diam-253

eter, and potentially, a fundamental limit on scaling DLD to nano. However, little data exists on254

critical sizes in the nano regime.255

Diffusion has also been shown to enhance spatial dispersion of particles in the device [50, 51].256

The geometry of the DLD device may lead to effective diffusion coefficients much larger than the257

intrinsic particle diffusivity [52]. Given that the entire system is dominated by boundaries, the258

Stokes-Einstein diffusion model is too simplistic to settle the debate. A unified picture of the impact259

of diffusion on particle trajectories in DLD is not available. It is not known how the critical size260

changes at the nano-scale and how strongly this scaling is affected by diffusion.261

3 Practical challenges262

DLD-based technologies must offer a manageable and preferably user-friendly work flow for wider263

use. Many challenges arise in device design (Sec. 3.1), fabrication (Sec. 3.2) and operation (Sec. 3.3)264

that so far have inhibited application of DLD by a larger community.265

3.1 Design266

DLD design usually starts with the array, where a critical size is chosen such that it lies midway267

between the two particle sizes to be separated. At least three modifications to Davis’s equation268

[17] for critical size are useful. 1) When the lateral and forward unit-cell distances (λ) are unequal,269

Zeming et al. [53] introduced a modification to the row shift fraction ε270

εeffective =
λforward

λlateral
tanα, (2)

where α is the angle that the column of obstacles make with the average flow direction, and λforward271

and λlateral are flow-wise and lateral-to-flow array pitch distances, respectively. 2) Loutherback272

showed that the critical size is modulated by the number of obstacle verticies when these are regular273

polygons [54]. 3) Dincau et al. [55] showed a significant reduction in critical size for a particular274

geometry under moderate Reynolds number. However, more robust and general design rules are275
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required, both for the low and intermediate Reynolds number regimes.276

Once the array parameters are defined, the array length and width are worked out based on the277

array layout employed. There are a number of different array layouts, including mirrored arrays,278

chirped arrays and cascaded arrays [6, 9, 10]. The length of an array L is a geometrical calculation279

that involves the array angle and the incoming sample stream width W (for W > λ) with280

L >
W

tan(α)
. (3)

Keeping a DLD array as short as possible while maintaining its performance is a key aim since281

shorter devices have less flow resistance and require less space. Therefore, splitting the sample282

stream into identical parallel arrays allows each individual array to be be narrower and shorter. If283

the lateral boundary problem described in Sec. 2.1 can be solved, then DLD arrays can be made just284

one obstacle wide.285

Although having only a weak impact on the critical diameter, the device depth plays an im-286

portant role in the design process. Increasing the device depth decreases the array’s flow resistance287

and can reduce clogging due to particles being less confined. Non-spherical particles show different288

dynamic behaviour in DLD when they can rotate freely, rather than being confined by the bottom289

and top walls [18, 20, 31]. In practice, the device depth cannot be arbitrarily large; the depth of field290

of microscopes is limited, and geometric aspect ratios are constrained by fabrication requirements.291

Changing device depth and using multiple depths in a single array have shown potential in improving292

DLD performance, but a robust optimisation strategy is lacking.293

Even with known design rules and guidelines, it is challenging to design or simulate entire devices,294

including inlet channels, the array, and outlet channels (see Sec. 2.1). Laying out a complete295

wafer with multiple DLD devices and more than one million pillars is difficult for many CAD296

packages. Despite the lack of whole-device simulations, mesoscale simulation techniques (e.g., lattice297

Boltzmann, dissipative particle dynamics and multi-particle collision dynamics) in combination with298

models of particles and deformable cells allow studies of cellular behavior in DLD. These approaches299

are gaining popularity, owing to the new insights they offer for DLD, and can be used in the device-300

design process [21, 35]. Integration between physical layout software and whole-device simulation,301

ideally including realistic particle models, would dramatically improve the design workflow.302

The DLD design process must also consider properties of the sample. Biological samples can303

adhere and aggregate; the impact of surface fouling and non-specific adsorption can rapidly lead to304

clogs. Thus, DLD devices can usually process samples for a limited amount of time. To reduce these305

effects at the chip layout stage, designers have included on-chip, upstream filters that are intended306

to isolate clogs away from DLD arrays [3, 6]. Combined with surface modification techniques (see307

Sec. 3.3), chip lifetimes in nano-DLD have been dramatically extended [56]. Maximising chip lifetime308

is critical and starts with the layout. DLD designers should consider shear stresses throughout the309
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chip, not just in the DLD array, and eliminate high-shear regions to avoid cell rupture or shear-310

induced aggregation when biological samples are involved. Clear guidelines for minimising clogging311

are not yet available.312

Other aspects that are often overlooked in the DLD design process but are important for usability313

are the fluid-to-plastic volume ratio and the chip-to-world interfaces. In particular for nano-DLD,314

dead volume must be aggressively reduced. Innovations and standardisation in chip interfacing and315

packaging are necessary and need to be part of the design process.316

Once a DLD device has been designed, there is still the drawback that each DLD array is317

useful only for a narrow range of pre-determined particle sizes. Traditional DLD performance is318

independent of flow rate, as long as i) the Péclet number remains large; ii) soft particles are not319

strongly deformed; and iii) inertia is negligible. If one of these conditions is not met, the flow rate320

can be used for separation control, e.g. for nanoparticles [32], biological cells [18, 35, 57] or inertial321

effects [55]. Mechanical tuning has been achieved by squeezing/stretching the device [58] or by322

turning a central piece to alter the angle α between the array and the flow [59]. Additional forces,323

such as those generated by applied electric fields [60, 61], intrinsic electrostatics [42], gravity [62],324

and viscoelastic liquids [63] have also been employed for sorting. There is strong need for methods325

that allow control of the critical diameter. This would open avenues to using the same array for326

several separations.327

3.2 Fabrication328

DLD fabrication is demanding because of the desire for high volume throughput. This requires high329

aspect-ratio features (pillar diameter/distance versus device depth) and nearly vertical sidewalls.330

Deep silicon etching and thick resist photolithography are well suited and widely available in research331

settings. 3D printing approaches will continue to grow in capability and popularity and fit into a332

trend toward fabrication methods that do not need a clean room or specialised tools. For commercial333

applications, device cost is the key driver, and there are a number of significant challenges (see334

Sec. 4). In research and some foreseeable commercial settings, it is desirable to sterilise, clean and335

re-use devices as this reduces the cost per run. Although sterilisation is a common and usually336

straightforward process, cleaning is more challenging. It is questionable whether cleaning will ever337

be possible or practicable for low-cost DLD devices, unless devices are open [64]. Alternatively, a338

modular approach appears promising in which only parts of the device (e.g. the array) are single-use339

and other parts (e.g. inlets, outlets, holder, collection vials) are re-usable.340

Despite the demonstrated potential of nano-DLD and the high-precision fabrication of nano-scale341

silicon obstacles via thin film techniques, the robustness and applicability of nano-DLD to a larger342

set of use cases remains limited at present. Due to the small scale, some challenges that have already343

been solved for micro-scale DLD are still present at the nano-scale. Several of these challenges have344
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been addressed in the form of an integrated nano-DLD device [56]; however, much work remains to345

propel the technology forward and better define use cases. Advancements in these areas could pave346

the way for a host of new, currently inaccessible applications, e.g. in the chemical and environmental347

sectors and other industries dealing with the separation of nano-scale colloids. To unlock its full348

potential, nano-DLD must overcome limitations in flow rates, chip lifetime, functionality, and ease349

of operation.350

3.3 Operation351

Surface treatment — Surface treatment, which may be considered the first step before intro-352

ducing a sample or the last step in fabrication, is critical for DLD operation. Incompatibility between353

the DLD surfaces and sample/fluid can lead to poor wetting, incorporation of defects (e.g. bub-354

bles), and particle adhesion. Fouling often limits the length of time a device can be operated for.355

Surface treatment can improve device longevity, reproducibility and capability to handle complex356

sample mixtures. There are four major strategies: i) surface energy modification, e.g. charged or357

polar moieties to increase surface wettability [65]; ii) competitive additives, such as serum albumin358

and dry milk added to running buffer [66]; iii) polymer brushes, such as a triblock co-polymer of359

hydrophobic propylene glycol flanked by two hydrophilic blocks of polyethylene glycol [67]; iv) teth-360

ered lipid bilayers which are frequently used in sensor applications to reduce non-specific binding361

[65, 68]362

Fouling has been greatly inhibited in microfluidic environments using textured surfaces the bind363

a lubricating oil, but these have yet to be translated to DLD [69]. Metabolic inhibition [66] and364

tailoring the molecular hydrophobicity of the surface using mixed hydrophilic/hydrophobic moieties365

[70] may further limit biofouling in DLD. Novel strategies for anti-fouling, such as new polymer366

brush formulations or nano-structured surfaces, need to be developed or translated from related fields367

to DLD.368

Running — A DLD run typically involves wetting the device, introducing the sample, flowing369

at a fixed operating point for some time while collecting the sample, then disposing of the device370

or preparing the chip for re-use. Strategies for loading the sample without introducing bubbles371

are critical and specific to the device material and chip connection strategy. Methods such as372

PDMS pre-degassing [71], wetting agents, or capillary actions of low surface tension fluids such as373

chloroform or ethanol [3] have been used to prime the device with fluids before replacing it with a374

suitable sorting medium. In most settings, tubing and connectors between chip and sample must375

be set up, which may introduce bubbles. Systems need to be implemented to ensure that untrained376

users can achieve reliable results. These systems might include bubble traps and in-line degassing,377

but there is no standard approach that works with all DLD systems. DLD, along with many other378
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microfluidic devices, requires better and material-dependent strategies to avoid bubbles entering the379

device. This is particularly challenging due to the large surface-to-volume ratio of DLD devices.380

A high flow rate is desirable in most applications, but the maximum rate for a given application381

is limited and highly variable because hydraulic resistance grows strongly with reducing channel382

cross-section. Limiting factors include: i) high shear stress which can reduce cell viability and383

lead to sample aggregation even when surface fouling is marginal [72]; ii) devices have a maximum384

positive fluid pressure that they can withstand before rupture, leakage or significant deformation.385

This could be a fraction of an atmosphere for PDMS/glass devices [73], or up to 20 atm for bonded386

glass/silicon devices [3]; iii) at moderate Re, separation performance changes as inertial effects387

become significant (Sec. 2.2). Once a flow-rate limit for a given device has been reached, multiple388

identical devices can be run in parallel to increase overall flow rate, which is particularly important389

for nano-DLD. In-plane parallelisation has been demonstrated many times in nano- and micro-390

separations [8, 32, 56] while out-of-plane stacking is less common [74, 75]. Finally, for micro-scale391

separations, run time, flow rate, and tubing size need to be adjusted to avoid excessive settling in392

tubing and reservoirs. For nano-DLD, scaling up flow rates is the biggest challenge. For cellular393

separations, scaling flow rates without inducing excessive shear stresses is a limiting factor to be394

overcome.395

4 Commercial challenges396

This section first revisits DLD fabrication, now with a commercial view, which brings about its397

own set of challenges (Sec. 4.1). Sec. 4.2 summarises the commercial uptake of DLD and its main398

bottlenecks.399

4.1 Manufacturing400

For successful commercialisation of DLD-based systems, regardless of their specific application,401

manufacturing technologies have to be employed which allow a robust, reproducible high-volume402

production of the microstructures. In the case of DLD devices, this is particularly challenging due403

to the following characteristics: i) comparatively small feature size (pillar diameter typically of the404

order of 5–20 µm) with potentially complex shape and tight tolerance requirements; ii) high aspect405

ratios; iii) large number and high density of individual features (pillars); and iv) large structured406

areas (typically several cm2) for devices which require a high flow throughput. The size, geometry407

and number of features make the use of relatively expensive photo-lithographic processes practically408

unavoidable.409

There are two main fabrication strategies for DLD devices available. First, using photolithog-410

raphy directly to manufacture devices, either in a photoresist, such as SU-8 [61], or by using deep-411
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reactive ion etching (DRIE) in silicon following the initial lithography step [42]. While this strategy412

provides high-performance devices in the academic world, direct DRIE is cost-prohibitive for com-413

mercial devices with typical costs of the order of $5–10 per cm2 for medium volume production (1000414

wafers/year), decreasing to about $1–2 per cm2 for >10k wafers/year.415

The second approach is to employ photolithography for generating a master structure which can416

then be replicated into a polymeric material. Soft lithography methods used to replicate a silicon or417

SU-8 master structure into a soft elastomeric material (typically PDMS) have proven very successful418

in the academic world. However, these methods are not well suited for commercial production due419

to the long cycle time of the polymerisation step, the high cost of the elastomeric material, and its420

properties, e.g. low mechanical stiffness.421

More promising are replication methods into thermoplastic materials, such as hot embossing422

[76] or injection molding. While soft embossing has proven its suitability for prototyping and low-423

volume production with an excellent feature reproducibility, injection molding has the potential for424

high-volume production [77]. However, the size and aspect ratio requirements for most devices exceed425

the process envelope of conventional injection molding.426

In order to achieve a good replication and mold filling of high-aspect pillar structures, two specific427

modifications have been useful. 1) To prevent premature solidification of the polymer melt due to a428

higher cooling rate of the large surface-to-volume pillar structures, the tool temperature has to be429

increased, leading to the use of a so-called ‘variotherm’ molding process [78]. 2) For a high structural430

replication accuracy, after the initial polymer melt injection, a compression step is introduced,431

requiring an injection molding tool specifically designed for this process. Both modifications increase432

the process cycle time for molding, and hence the cost; but it still remains significantly shorter than433

the cycle time of hot embossing.434

Other challenges arising from the basic geometries of DLD devices are related to the lifetime of435

the molding master structure. As the initial structure in current designs has to be lithographically436

defined, the only way to obtain a metal master structure is to electroplate this initial structure,437

yielding a molding master in nickel or nickel alloy. Nickel masters have a shorter lifetime compared438

to standard steel masters which can be generated using ultra-precision mechanical machining. Fur-439

thermore, during production, the individual pillars represent ‘vulnerable’ structures. If such a pillar440

breaks during the molding process (especially critical is the moment when the part is separated441

from the mold, the so-called ‘demolding’), it will stick in the master structure. This will lead to a442

defect at that location in all following parts. Removal of the stuck material from the master is next443

to impossible. Durability of the molding master remains a crucial challenge for commercial DLD444

device fabrication.445

A commercial DLD product needs to be manufactured in high volume and at an as-low-as-446

possible cost. Addressing the challenges identified in this section will help lower that cost. Finally,447

a direct translation of existing designs from academic publications will rarely yield a device that can448
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be successfully manufactured. Achieving manufacturability may require reducing the aspect ratio,449

introducing draft angles to the pillars, and maximising feature sizes. The impact of design changes450

for manufacture need to be understood and compensated for where possible.451

4.2 Industrial uptake452

The first DLD patent was issued in 2003 [79], with adjusted expiration at the end of 2023. There453

have been multiple entities taking up the commercial challenge. In 2008, Artemis Health (later454

acquired by Illumina) published some details of their efforts to isolate fetal nucleated red blood455

cells for non-invasive prenatal testing [80]. GPB Scientific is commercialising DLD technology for456

use in processing blood and blood products. They initially demonstrated a disposable, commer-457

cially produced plastic chip for small volumes that eliminated the need for any centrifugation or458

lysing/washing steps [76]. Recently, GPB Scientific demonstrated the use of a highly parallel DLD459

design in commercially produced plastic, targeted towards a closed-system processing of apheresis460

blood products, such as Car-T-cells [74].461

In 2014, Cytovera Inc. (Massachusetts) [81] filed a patent on a DLD-inspired size filtration462

system. The system uses a line of pillars in a channel (rather than an array). It uses the same463

hydrodynamic separation principle as DLD but may be capable of a larger dynamic range (maximum464

particle size passed divided by smallest particle deflected). The patent also deals with obstacle shape465

variations, including egg and teardrop shapes, and a high-throughput version where a membrane466

replaces the row of pillars. This arrangement is similar to cross-flow filtration (e.g. [82]).467

PACT Pharma (California) is interested in using DLD as a purification step in a T-cell therapy468

and filed a patent in 2018 that draws on DLD [13, 83]. The filing shows the use of I-shaped pillars for469

continuous flow separation and streamline engineering for cell trapping. The patent also shows some470

pillar shape optimisation with complex non-symmetric obstacles. Berkeley Lights Inc. (California)471

has also recently filed a patent for a DLD device to sort a population of activated lymphocytes for472

immunotherapy [84].473

In 2013, the Massachusetts General Hospital partnered with Veridex and others to establish a474

research centre on circulating tumor cells (CTC) technology. Veridex made CellSearch, an immuno-475

magnetic CTC counting systems that was the only commercially available device for capturing and476

enumerating circulating tumor cells. In 2014, the Scientist magazine [85] reported that Johnson &477

Johnson had licensed technology from CTC-ichip [86, 87] with plans to commercialise the device in478

2015. The CTC ichip was developed at Massachusetts General Hospital’s Centre for Engineering in479

Medicine. The commercial CTC landscape was altered by the emergence of Grail (founded in late480

2015 to do early cancer detection using cell-free nucleic acid).481

More recently, inertial lift forces have been combined successfully with DLD-style separation [38].482

The patent has been licensed by Micromedicine (Massachusetts) who are developing a commercial483
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device for large cell purification. The chip comprises three stages: pre-filter, separating large cells484

using inertial DLD, increasing cell concentration using inertial focusing combined with branch flow485

fractionation [88].486

These examples show that, in certain situations, DLD is replacing traditional methods of cell487

processing, such as lysis, centrifugation for de-bulking blood and fluorescence or magnetic activated488

cell sorting for finding rare cells. The examples also show mixed success, with none yet demonstrat-489

ing sustained and substantial market uptake/penetration.490

DLD requires a level of expertise that most companies do not possess. Therefore the cost for491

commercial use is twofold: companies must license the technology, and they must outsource, hire or492

develop some specialised skills in design and manufacture. Like most technologies it is one among493

many bits of intellectual property that are needed to make a successful product, so we do not expect494

that the patent expiry hinders industrial use. Industrial uptake of DLD will be most significantly495

impacted by new developments in volume fabrication. Perhaps this is unsurprising, given that most496

microfluidics researchers have little or no experience or expertise in this field.497

5 Conclusion and outlook498

Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) is a promising passive microfluidic technique for particle499

separation and a candidate for diagnostic point-of-care devices. DLD devices can separate pathogens500

and rare cells, can be produced en masse, are resistant to changes in humidity and temperature,501

and can be operated by inexperienced personnel or through a simple control system. However, there502

are significant challenges to overcome before such a ‘chip in a lab’ can be deployed in the field and503

used as actual diagnostic device, a genuine ‘lab on a chip’. Despite more than 15 years of research504

efforts, DLD has not yet reached full commercial maturity.505

In this paper we have identified key fundamental, practical and commercial challenges of DLD506

that need to be tackled in order to make the technology more attractive for industrial uptake.507

• Fundamental challenges: Simulations of entire devices in 3D (including upstream and508

downstream features) are currently not possible due to numerical limitations. More compu-509

tationally efficient 3D models of the device geometry would make the design process more510

effective and efficient. It is difficult to predict when 2D approximations are sufficient to gen-511

erate sufficient insight and effectively guide 3D design. We cannot reliably predict particle512

trajectories in DLD, neither in the small nor the intermediate Reynolds regime. The govern-513

ing particle-device interactions are not well understood. Biological and other soft particles514

bring additional challenges due to their deformability, non-spherical shapes and bio-chemical515

interactions with other particles and the device. The behaviour of these particles is more516

difficult to predict, with reliable numerical models lacking. Also, the impact of pillar shape517
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on particle behaviour is not well understood. It is unclear how the lateral device boundaries518

should be optimally designed for the wide range of posts and geometries used. Electrostatic519

effects play an important role in certain situations, but have been generally neglected in the520

absence of reliable models. For nano-scale applications, particle diffusion becomes important,521

but the effect of diffusion on particle behaviour is poorly understood.522

• Practical challenges: Despite the existence of some basic design rules, the community would523

benefit from clearer and more robust DLD design guidelines. DLD array length, width and524

depth can be optimised further to reduce flow resistance and array footprint while maintaining525

or even increasing separation performance. Better integration between device simulation and526

layout software would simplify the design process. Chip lifetime due to fouling and clogging is527

an issue. The effect of shear stress and the use of pre-filters needs to be considered to minimise528

clogging and maximise sample integrity. Although sterilisation of DLD devices is possible,529

cleaning is a problem that limits re-usability. Flexible control of the critical diameterDc would530

bring the technology closer to multi-purpose applications. The interface between the actual531

DLD chip and everything else needed (e.g. tubing, sample recovery) is often neglected and532

requires standardisation across the field. This interface has implications for reliable operation,533

e.g. avoiding bubbles that interfere with device performance. The design and fabrication of534

nano-DLD devices is still challenging and expensive.535

• Commercial challenges: Geometric requirements demand expensive photo-lithographic or536

deep-reactive ion etching; cheaper alternatives are desirable. Injection molding, for example,537

is not reliable at high aspect ratios. Improvements to the fidelity, longevity and cycle time538

in replication processes are critical to reducing device cost. Devices need to be specifically539

designed for mass manufacture. The changes to DLD design required for reducing cost are540

not always obvious, and optimisation strategies are lacking.541

DLD faces many challenges, but three areas stand out as being particularly exciting. Developing542

our understanding of DLD at the extremes of high Reynolds number and the nano-scale may give rise543

to new separation mechanisms with lower critical sizes, higher resolution, less clogging, and higher544

throughput. Intentionally using and understanding the surface interactions that are forced to occur545

so thoroughly and predictably in DLD may open a new form of chromatographic-style separations.546

Continuing to examine and experiment with obstacle and array geometries may improve throughput547

and reduce clogging. By continuing to look critically and creatively at the various challenges for548

DLD, we expect to see improvement in all aspects of performance.549

These improvements will enable wider use of DLD in fields where it is already known, such as550

cell separation and healthcare. They may also enable DLD to have an impact in other globally551

significant challenges such as i) energy, through the processing of hydrogen generating micro-algae;552
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ii) the environment, through the separation of micro-plastics; and iii) food security and clean water,553

through the detection of harmful micro-organisms.554

We hope that this opinion article generates new ideas and outcomes, and leads to a fresh per-555

spective in DLD research with a view toward the fundamental, practical and commercial challenges.556
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A DLD causal loop diagram800

Figure 4: Causal loop diagram of factors impacting the performance of DLD. The illustrated
factors are identical to those in Fig 2, and only the most common and important factors are
included. For many applications, additional factors (such as sample bio-chemistry, sample
viscosity and viscoelastic properties) also play a role. Interrelations are shown as arrows.
Arrows with a green plus (+) sign indicate that an increase (or decrease) in the upstream
factor causes an increase (or decrease) in the downstream one. Arrows with a red minus
(−) sign indicate that increasing (or reducing) the upstream factor reduces (or increases)
the downstream one. Arrows without signs indicate complex or unclear relation between
factors. Factors are divided into four groups: i) device geometry, ii) device material, iii)
sample/particle properties and iv) flow/operational properties (colours are used solely for
classification). Clogging plays a special role since it is affected by various factors. The
central circle labelled ‘DLD’ stands for all desired outcomes of the application (e.g. separation
efficiency, critical size).
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